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Artbound Brings Street Art to Busy Downtown Corner
Toronto-based non-profit brings Austrian street artist to downtown Toronto ahead of annual fundraiser
Toronto, Ontario – On September 25th, Artbound is bringing street artist Domingo Geronimo Mattle to
Toronto’s trendy King West neighbourhood to create an 8 x 8 mural. His work will be streamed over
Artbound’s Facebook live in order to promote their fundraising pARTy, ‘World with Colour’. This year,
hosted by Tyrone Edwards on September 28th, promises to be the largest, most electric celebration of
creativity yet, with food from The Drake Catering, an open bar, two stages, pop-up performances and live
art and media installations. Artbound, founded in 2010, is a 100% volunteer-run yet registered Canadian
charity that brings hope and arts-inspired solutions to people in Canada and globally.
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What: Austrian street artist, Domingo Geronimo Mattle painting an 8 x 8 mural
When: Monday Sept. 25 at 12PM - 6PM
Where: 85 Portland Street, Toronto, ON (alleyway off Portland St., south of King St. West)
Media Opportunities: Interviews available with:
○ Street artist, Domingo Geronimo Mattle
○ Director of Artbound, Dana Shalit
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About Artbound:
Artbound, founded in 2010, is a 100% volunteer-run yet registered Canadian charity, 30+ Creatives, Media & Digital
Professionals. The charity brings hope and arts-inspired solutions to
people in Canada and globally.
●
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$1.1 million raised in 6 years. Schools and programs built in Kenya, India, Nicaragua and Guatemala.
This years projects build arts-focused solutions in Haiti, the First Nations, Nicaragua, in various war-torn
countries and right here in Toronto.

About Domingo Geronimo Mattle:
Domingo Geronimo Mattle started out as a “B-Boy” (breakdancer) when he was just 8 years old and traveled the
world having great success as a dancer. Through dancing, he began exploring graffiti in which he found great
passion. After winning all major breakdance battles and receiving widespread attention, he began his career in
streetart. For the last three years, he has been working with youths and speaking to them about building his own
company “Spray”. During the last year, he focused on collaborating with larger companies in Austria and working on
paintings for exhibitions.
“Most of my unique paintings feature my signs and symbols, often paired with the realistic interpretation of a famous
person who became a symbol for something themselves. But I also like to include unknown people and strangers in
my artworks, which I can give a voice to and make them stand for a purpose.” - Domingo Geronimo Mattle
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